Technical Review from Service Provider
An automatic message sent from ARIA has invited you to read a CORBEL proposal and to comment
the feasibility of the proposed work requesting your services. For this step, please login to ARIA with
your previously created ARIA account.

A. In our opinion, the proposal is….
1.
2.
3.
4.

fully feasible at our institution
partly feasible at our institution
not feasible at our institution
More information is required to evaluate feasibility

B. Maturity of the project with respect to the CORBEL timeframe
1. very mature, could start right away
2. mature, little preparatory work needed, could start within 3 months
3. premature, too much preparatory work needed, cannot start within 3 months
4. immature, cannot start before the end of CORBEL

C. Technical ability and motivation of the applicant (to conduct the planned
experiments or provide the prerequisites to start the proposed work):
1. Sufficient
2. not sufficient

D. Necessity to conduct the research with the requested CORBEL partner
1. Yes, we are experts in this field
2. We would advise the applicant to contact other service providers, as they might be more
qualified to conduct the proposed work.

E. Combination of research infrastructures
1. Work at our facility will build on the work done at the other requested facility/-ies
2. The services provided by other requested facility/-ies will greatly enhance the project and
complement work at our facility.
3. The services of other requested facility/-ies will enhance the project but are independent
from the work at our facility.
4. It is not clear how the other facility/-ies can add to the scope of that project.

F. Selection of the lead research infrastructure
1. We agree on the selected lead RI
2. We disagree on the selected lead RI
We would suggest the following lead RI: ….

G. Capacity of the CORBEL partner
1. We have enough staff resources to provide the requested service(s)
2. We need additional staff resources to be able to provide the requested service(s)
Please specify how many person months (PMs) you request: ….

H. Please comment and briefly justify your final decision about this project
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